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FOREWORD BY THE EXECUTIVE MAYOR, Cllr G.N Nelani
King Sabata Dalindyebo (KSD) Local Municipality (LM) is referred as category B municipality
located in the Eastern Cape within the OR Tambo District Municipality. KSD Municipality is
the biggest municipality within the OR Tambo District Municipality (ORTDM). KSDM is a
regional centre of ORTDM and is the biggest contributor to the Gross Domestic Product. The
municipality has decided to review the Local Economic Development (LED) Strategy that
was previously approved in 2007 as it is outdated and not in line with the current political
directives of the Republic of South Africa. It is worth noting that since the previous LED
Strategy, a lot has happened in terms of the changes in the development agenda of the
municipality. These progressive changes included the introduction of the major
developments such as KSD Vision 2030 and the implementation of the multi-billion
Presidential Intervention program. The interventions were mainly for investment
opportunities as well as for the infrastructure development.
Vision 2030 of the municipality has identified a need to develop local economy through
provision of infrastructure earmarked for agricultural, tourism and industrial development.
The municipality has also formed partnerships with different institutions with the view of
leveraging on scarce resources and for collaborative planning. The LED Strategy has been
developed with the assistance of our partner municipality being the City of Surrey from
Canada. This partnership came about after the collaboration between South African Local
Government Association and Federation of Canadian Municipalities funded by Canadian
Foreign Affairs. This partnership has contributed a lot in the development of the municipal
capacity building for municipal officials, political office bearers and the vulnerable groups
within the municipality. The municipality has also been supported by Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs as part of our Intergovernmental Relations for the
development of the LED strategy.
This LED strategy through relevant community structures and leadership identified a need to
focus in the Agriculture, Tourism and Creative Industries as the key sectors to be prioritised
for development in the next 5 years. The LED strategy has been aligned to the currently
reviewed Spatial Development Framework to reflect areas with agricultural potential as well
as tourism development areas. Therefore, the strategy has outlined the growth areas for
agricultural development for inclusive growth and create investment opportunities within the
sector. Secondly, the tourism development has a priority for development looking at the
geographic locality of KSD as well as the natural beauty of our locality. Besides the natural
beauty, KSD has diverse heritage resources influenced historic significances, socio-cultural
events and having produced the world leaders such as Nelson Mandela. Lastly, the creative
industries were also identified due to a number of local talent that is produced and profiled
nationally and internationally. KSD possesses raw talents that needs to be nurtured and be
capacitated for local development.
However, it is worth noting that the local economy is strongly affected by the Global COVID19 pandemic which has negatively impacted our local economy. The sectors as identified
above are also a priority by government especially for food security and tourism
development. The LED Strategy must be able to respond adequately to how we respond as
the institution to economic development needs and how we direct benefits to our
communities for inclusive growth and development. There is a need for investment plan that
talks to economic recovery of KSD talking to the identified sectors. Furthermore, the
municipality will ensure that there is a direct benefit in the proposed District Development
Model (DDM) as introduced by the President of the Republic to deepen democracy and
improve service delivery. In South Africa, the DDM is piloted in the ORTDM and KSD is
4

expected to benefit immensely. The support for the implementation of the LED will be
mobilised through the DDM for investment and support to the identified sectors.
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FOREWORD BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER, N. Pakade
King Sabata Dalindyebo (KSD) Municipality has prioritised local economic development as
one of its priority areas for development. The municipality is one of the rural municipalities
within the Republic of South Africa. The municipality intends to implement its projects guided
by the principles of the Local Economic Development (LED) Strategy. The current Service
Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan for 2020/2021 has set aside a budget for the
implementation of the priority projects from the Integrated Development Plan. It must be
noted that the municipality has had its own institutional challenges in the form of budget and
human capital.
The municipality has formed partnerships as a remedial measure to cover for institutional
weaknesses. The partnerships will be used to implement all the strategic projects for the
benefit of our communities. Most of the partnerships that we have concluded are mainly with
Institutions of Higher Learning such as Walter Sisulu University, KSD TVET and Durban
University of Technology for capacity building, innovation and research. The working
arrangements between the municipalities and institutions of higher learning has been
modelled to the City of Surrey’s approach with its Institutions of Higher Learning in Canada.
The municipality is currently reviewing its own institutional development through reviewing of
the municipal organogram. The organogram will be informed by the recommendations of the
LED strategy and will be realigned for uniformity. The municipality will ensure that the
performance targets set in the LED strategy are achieved through performance monitoring
and evaluation. The municipality evaluates its performance on a quarterly basis and the LED
strategy will not only be implemented by LED. It will be implemented by all the internal
municipal departments as they form part of the BIGM task team and they all have a role in
the strategy roll out.
The LED strategy has been participatory in the administrative point of view and allowed for
different diverse views by different practitioners and professionals. The engagement has
been extended to other government officials (national and provincial departments) for their
involvement and ownership of the LED strategy. The LED strategy as developed by
government becomes a strategy of the government at a local space (KSD jurisdiction).
Therefore, it means that all government departments will be expected to implement their
priority programs aligned to our LED strategy.
The municipality is willing to work on all the recommendations of the LED strategy such as
dealing with the identified weaknesses relating to support for small businesses, red tape,
measures to attract investments, support of informal and formal businesses, focussed
support to vulnerable groups, support of poverty initiatives and create opportunities for value
chains cutting across different sectors of the economy. The municipality considers the
adjustments in the policy frameworks to accommodate different forms of businesses such as
cooperatives.
The municipality will have to invest heavily on ICT for communication, to respond to COVID19 measures, connectivity infrastructure and engagement of different role players. In the
event where municipality does not have a budget, partnerships with the private sector will be
solicited for the benefit of KSD communities. Lastly, the skills capacity acquired through job
shadowing with the partner municipality will be escalated to the different directorates within
the municipality. The LED strategy will guide economic development of KSD for the next 5
years.

6

The projects identified in the LED strategy will be packaged for strategic implementation
framework for creation of employment opportunities, investment and business development.
These will be submitted to different funding agencies for support and solidarity for the benefit
of KSD economy.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Purpose
The Local Economic Development (LED) strategy for King Sabata Dalindyebo (KSD) Local
Municipality (LM) was developed in 2007, with a five-year timeframe.

The KSD LM is

reviewing the outdated LED strategy in-house with the assistance South African Local
Government Association (SALGA) through the Building of Inclusive Green Municipality
(BIGM) project, National Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (DCoG) and
Eastern Cape (EC) Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA).
The purpose of this process is to offer the KSD LM, the private sector and the local
community the opportunity to work together to improve the local economy. It will focus on
enhancing the local business and competitive environment and thus increasing sustainable
growth and development in the area and ensure that this growth is inclusive of all
communities. It will focus on identifying the current resources and infrastructure that is
available within the local municipal area and the skills that are available to assess what still
needs to be done in order to allow for the growth of the economy and generate opportunities
for all the stakeholders.
The purpose of the LED strategy is to gather all economic information and investigate and
coordinated and integrated options and opportunities available to broaden the economic
base of the KSD LM. This has been packaged as a strategic implementation framework in
order to address the creation of employment opportunities, investment and business
development and the resultant positive spin-off effects throughout the economy of the KSD.
Furthermore, it is also aimed at ensuring that the municipality can efficiently and effectively
facilitate the creation of an appropriate enabling environment conducive to economic
development and investment.

This can, however, only be undertaken if and when the

current development situation in the area is understood. The analysis will therefore provide
the foundation by assessing the current demographic, socio-economic and economic
characteristics and trends of the area and by highlighting the main challenges faced in the
area.
The purpose of this LED strategy is to provide an overview of the characteristics (social,
economic, municipal capacity, competitive advantages, financial commitments as well as
capacity, etc.) of the study area. The current LED strategy that was adopted in 2007 will be
used as a base to document on which we the new credible LED strategy for KSD LM.
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1.2 Overview of King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality
The KSD LM is located within the Eastern Cape Province and within the O.R. Tambo District
Municipality (DM). Its locality is presented in Map 1.1.
Map 1.1: King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality in O.R. Tambo District Municipality

Source: Eastern Cape Socio Consultative Council (ECSECC), 2019
The KSD LM is a Category B municipality (Area:3 027km²) situated within the OR Tambo
District in the Eastern Cape Province. It is the largest of the five municipalities in the district,
accounting for a quarter of its geographical area. The municipality was formed before the
local government elections in the year 2000, when the Mqanduli and Mthatha Transitional
and Rural Councils were merged. The majority population of the municipality resides in the
rural areas, where they still practice cultural tradition. King Sabata Dalindyebo Municipality
still retains many of the earliest buildings of the neoclassical style that was popular during
the colonial times. The main Cities or Towns are Mqanduli and Mthatha (previously Umtata).
The main Economic Sectors for KSD are Community services, finance, and trade.

1.3 Approach and Methodology followed to review the LED Strategy
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In reviewing the LED strategy for KSD LM we will follow the methodology that will be
presented in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Methodology

PART 1: LED REVIEW STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
Step 1: Review existing
documents
Step 2: Update data gaps and
profiles

Step 3: Review SWOT analysis
and Project Identification

Step 4: Capacity Profile

Step 5: Review LED strategy

Reviewing the current policy documents as well as other
relevant documents.
Update Data Gaps and Profiles to determine data gaps and
update the socio-economic profile for KSD municipality.
Review Strength Weakness Opportunity and Treats (SWOT)
Analysis and Project Identification as identified previously and
the Local municipalities LED initiatives which were adopted in
the previous LED strategy and undertake a comparative
sectoral analysis of the local economy. This is used to identify
possible economic opportunities in KSD LM.
Determine the supply of the various businesses situated in the
KSD municipality and provide a profile of each CBD in the
main towns. The capacity also takes note of the industrial
areas in the major towns and the current status of each area
with regards to the different types of economic activities.
The purpose of this element is to collect all the key findings
and intervention priorities of the preceding elements to guide
the revision of the LED from an operational perspective. A
LED vision was determined as well as what the strategic LED
objectives are for the municipalities. The strategic objectives
were used to determine core areas where the various
identified projects and programmes were identified to drive
LED strategy. This was prioritised in terms of their priority with
regards to the LED vision for KSD LM.

PART 2: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Step 6: LED support
programmes

The second part of reviewing the KSD LED starts with
designing the LED support programmes. The support
programmes consist of the skills development programme,
SMME development and support programme and the capacity
building programme.
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CHAPTER 2: POLICY FRAMEWORK
2.1 Policy and Legislative Context
Since 1994, South Africa has made significant progress in building the structures of a
democratic state. The fragmented governance structures of apartheid have been
consolidated into a system designed to serve developmental objectives. The composition of
the public service and local government has been transformed to better represent the entire
population. The introduction of democracy provides a basis greater accountability of the
state to its citizens. The state has successfully restructured public finance, created an
effective tax system and built an independent and credible reserve bank. The state has
made significant progress in the provision of the basic services such as housing, water and
electricity. The foundation for a capable state has been laid, but there are major concerns
about the weakness in how these structures function, which constrains the state’s ability to
pursue key developmental objectives.

2.1.1 The National Development Plan (NDP) (2012)
The National Development Plan (NDP) offers a long-term perspective for the whole of South
Africa. It defines a desired destination and identifies the role different sectors of society need
to play in reaching that goal. The NDP aims to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by
2030. National Development Plan (NDP) aims to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by
2030. According to the plan, South Africa can realise these goals by drawing on the energies
of its people, growing an inclusive economy, building capabilities, enhancing the capacity of
the state, and promoting leadership and partnerships throughout society.
The achievement of the NDP goals demands a cooperative relationship across national,
provincial and local governments; private sector; labour; and civil society. The three spheres
of government need to work collaboratively to ensure alignment between their powers and
functions, the planning processes and budget allocation processes.
Local government plays a vital role in realising the NDP objectives and goals, predominately
in providing a conducive environment for both township and rural economies to flourish,
unblocking red tape which hinders the success of enterprise development and further
investment opportunities. And particularly ensuring that the everyone has access to highquality basic services. Objectives of the NDP framework include:
1. An economy that will create more jobs
2. Transition to a low-carbon economy
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3. An inclusive and integrated rural economy
4. Reversing the spatial effects of apartheid
5. Improving the quality of education, training and innovation
6. Quality healthcare for all
7. Social protection
8. Building safer communities
9. Reforming the public service

KSD ALIGNMENT TO THE POLICY
KSD municipality aligns with 3 objectives of the NDP; increasing economic opportunities that will create jobs, improving
quality of education, skills development and innovative, and building an inclusive and rural economy.

2.1.2 The New Growth Path (NGP) (2010)
The New Growth Path has been adopted as a framework for economic policy and a key
driver for the country’s job’s strategy. The New Growth Path provide bold, imaginative and
effective strategies to create the millions of new jobs South Africa needs. It also lay’s out a
dynamic vision for how we can collectively achieve a more developed, democratic, cohesive
and equitable economy and society over the medium term, in the context of sustained
growth. The strategy sets out critical markers for employment creation and growth and
identifies where viable changes in the structure and character of production can generate a
more inclusive and greener economy over the medium to long run. To that end, it combines
macroeconomic and microeconomic interventions.
Local Government being responsible for creating a conducive environment for jobs to be
created, there is a need for the framework to be localised to underpin the key area’s and
sectors that will achieve the objectives of the New Growth Path and align the KSD
intervention/programmes to those objectives
The NGP identifies five other priority areas as part of the programme to create jobs, through
a series of partnerships between the State and the private sector.
1. Green economy: expansions in construction and the production of technologies for

solar, wind and biofuels.
2. Agriculture: jobs will be created through supporting small holders.
3. Mining: increased mineral extraction and improving infrastructure and skills

development.
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4. Manufacturing: calls for re-industrialisation of the economy based on improving

performance through innovation, skills development and reduced input costs in the
economy.
5. Tourism and other high-level services: create employment opportunities for the

economy.

KSD ALIGNMENT TO THE POLICY
The key sectors identified as important in creating employment growth were tourism, agriculture and
manufacturing which play a critical role in KSD economy.

2.1.3 National Framework for Local Economic Development (NFLED) (2019)
The National Framework for Local Economic Development aims to provide strategic
guidance to LED agents and actors and their activities in order to achieve innovative,
competitive, sustainable, inclusive local economies that maximize local opportunities,
address local needs, and contribute to national and provincial development objectives.
The 2018-2028 National Framework for LED reveal how STI and other forms of innovation
will be used to achieve better development outcomes and identify systemic interventions
which can improve the performance of LED. It emphasizes that LED is a territorial approach
to development, an inclusive and innovative process, and should result in stronger local
economies. Characteristically, it recognises the transformative potential of LED especially in
marginalised localities and economically distressed district municipalities as well as cities as
they continue to face challenges of promoting inclusive economic development. This
Framework therefore is designed to entrench LED as primarily, a territorial response to local
challenges of economic development.
The Framework sets out six Core Policy Pillars and five LED enabling support pillars that will
influence the design, development and implementation of LED over the next ten years:
Below is the schematic overview of the framework
Figure 2.1: Revised National Local Economic Development (2018-2028)
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Source: National Framework for Local Economic Development, 2019

KSD ALIGNMENT TO THE POLICY
The revised NFLED came up with core pillars that will drive development, planning and implementation of LED which
include building a diverse economic base, developing learning and skilful economies, developing inclusive economies,
enterprise development and support and economic governance. Enabling or support measures for these are
monitoring and evaluation, funding and finance, organisational and institutional, planning & strategy and human
resources and capacity development.

2.1.4 Draft National Spatial Development Framework (NSDF) (2019)
The National Spatial Development Framework (NSDF) is a strategic long-term spatial plan
towards 2050. The NSDF is legally mandated by the Spatial Planning and Land Use
Management Act, 2013 (SPLUMA), and must be aligned with the 2030-National
Development Plan (NDP). In terms of SPLUMA, the NSDF must be adopted by Cabinet,
after which it becomes South Africa’s primary national spatial development policy. Once
adopted, it will provide:
1. A visual representation of the desired national spatial development pattern for the
country;
2. A set of national spatial directives for all forms of infrastructure investment and
development spending in the country; and
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3. A series of national strategic spatial areas for targeted investment by government
and the private sector.
The NSDF is based on a ‘National Transformation Logic’ with a distinct spatial dimension.
The vision provides a long-term guiding light. In accordance with the national transformation
logic, this vision is:
1. Derived and drawn from the national development paradigm;
2. Prepared with full consideration of the implications of the ‘national spatial
development shapers.
In order to realise the national spatial development vision and ensure rapid and decisive
movement towards the desired post-Apartheid national spatial development pattern, a series
of interrelated ‘shifts’ in the national spatial development logic are required. These shifts are
as follows:
Beneficiaries of National Spatial Planning and Spatial Development:
Placing the interests and benefit of ‘the many’ at centre stage by ensuring access for all to
the use of land for residential, social, economic and cultural purposes, both in urban and in
rural areas.

2.1.5 Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) (2016)
The Integrated Urban Development Framework (IUDF) is a government’s policy roadmap for
pursuing spatial transformation in cities and towns. In line with chapter 8 of the National
Development Plan its overarching objective is ‘Transforming Human Settlements and the
National Space Economy’. It aims to drive transformation through the realisation of four
strategic objectives as listed below:
1. Spatial Integration
2. Inclusion and Access
3. Growth
4. Governance
The IUDF stresses coordinated planning by all sectors, stakeholders and spheres of
government to address specific challenges of development facing South African cities and
towns. These relate to the fragmented spatial patterns of development that continue to
reflect the legacy of the previous segregation policies imposed on the citizens during the
Apartheid era.
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KSD ALIGNMENT TO THE POLICY
The IUDF complement the Local Economic Development agenda of South Africa and KSD as it aims to achieve inclusive
economic growth and liveable, safe urban areas while realising the linkages between rural and urban areas.

2.1.6 Provincial Growth and Development Plan (PGDP)
The Eastern Cape Provincial Development Plan (EC PDP) aims at fulfilment of human
potential through human development; economic opportunities and rights; and development
of institutional capabilities. The EC PDP also aims to eradicate historical backlogs in basic
infrastructure by 2030. The plan has a strong focus on effective provision of public services,
most notably education and health services. However, it is based on the notion of active
citizenship and community-driven development. While the economic role of the metropolitan
nodes is recognized, the plan places great emphasis on rural development as the majority of
people remain in rural areas and smaller rural towns. Further, the EC PDP aims to drive
inclusive economic growth and development, particularly through unlocking the high
potential of our coastal corridor and agro-industry sector. To drive inclusive growth, the plan
is also emphasising the retention and expansion of industry, building on existing industrial
capacity and natural resource potential
To give effect to the vision of “an enterprising and connected province where its people
reach their potential”, the updated EC PDP sets out six goals as outlined below:
1. Innovative and inclusive growing economy
2. An enabling infrastructure network
3. Rural development and an innovative and high value agriculture sector
4. Human development
5. Environmental sustainability

6. Capable democratic institutions
KSD ALIGNMENT TO THE POLICY

It is necessary for KSD to work in conjunction with the EC PDP by aligning the LED
strategy goals with that of the EC PDP. This creates opportunity and scope for inter -and
intra-governmental integration, co-ordination and cooperation between spheres to focus
resources on agreed upon priority areas. The KSD municipality is aligned with goal 1, goal
3 and goal 4 of the EC PDP as they target to building inclusive growth through prioritizing
the following sectors: Tourism sector, Agriculture sector and creative arts.

2.1.7 District Development Model
The District Development Model (DDM) is a District/Metro impact-oriented planning,
budgeting and implementation approach which was developed to address the silo’s mentality
19

across all spheres of government and to further ensure alignment of budgets and plans. The
DDM will focus on developing a “One Plan” “One Budget” for all (44) district municipalities
and all (8) metropolitan municipalities were profiles of those 52 municipalities will be
developed.
The Primary objectives of the District Development Model are as follows:
1. Solve the Silos at a horizontal and vertical level.
2. Maximise impact and align plans and resources at our disposal through the
development of “One District, One Plan and One Budget”.
3. Narrow the distance between people and government by strengthening the
coordination role and capacities at the District and City levels.
4. Ensure inclusivity by gender budgeting based on the needs and aspirations of our
people and communities at a local level.
5. Build government capacity to support to municipalities.
6. Strengthen monitoring and evaluation at district and local levels.
7. Implement a balanced approach towards development between urban and rural
areas.
8. Ensure sustainable development whilst accelerating initiatives to promote poverty
eradication, employment, and equality.
9. Exercise oversight over budgets and projects in an accountable and transparent
manner.

DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT MODEL
“ONE PLAN”
A Strategic
Framework to
guide all state
and private
investment
within the
district/metro
area
Not a detailed
plan covering all
departmental
and municipal
responsibilities

Developed through a collaborative process
Based on a shared understanding of the
district/metro space
Outlines common vision and desired
future outcomes
Outlines Key Commitments and targets

Adopted as an IGR and Social Compact
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2.1.8 O.R. Tambo DM LED strategy
The vison for O.R. Tambo LED strategy is to be the” Providing a central starting point
towards which all action, effort and energy by stakeholders may be directed” The LED vision
sets the tone for the rest of the strategic framework, as all other elements such as the
objectives and pillars cascade from the key principles enshrined in the vision.
The objectives for the O.R. Tambo for the LED strategy will serve as guidelines for economic
development in the district are as follows:
1. Exploration and expansion of agricultural value chain
2. Intensified promotion of economic diversification and spatial balance
3. Leveraged and targeted investment in rural and tourism nodes
KSD ALIGNMENT TO THE FRAMEWORK

The KSD LED strategy will also prioritised the agriculture and tourism sector which serves
as anchor for the O.R. Tambo LED strategy. KSD is prioritising labour-intensive growth,
which include agriculture and tourism in rural and urban areas.

2.1.9 KSD Integrated Development Plan (IDP)
The principal strategic municipal planning document for KSD, which guides all other plans,
strategies and resource allocation, investment and management decisions in the KSD LM.
Strategic objectives for the IDP of KSD are as follows:
1. Curb poverty through sustainable agricultural development
2. Stimulating rural development, land reform and food security
3. Promoting better healthcare for all our people
4. Better access to quality education
5. Mainstreaming of programmes of the designated groups
6. Improvement of agriculture, lobbying economic investments towards reducing
unemployment (youth and cooperatives mainly) and revival of industries.
7. Acceleration of pro-vision of electricity in the rural areas and alternative energy to
bout electricity outages
8. Exploitation and sustain blue Ocean Economy (OE) and Special Economic Zone
(SEZ) opportunities
9. Institutional re-engineering
10. Clean governance through fighting corruption, strengthening administration and
achievement of clean audit outcomes
11. Revenue enhancement as a key factor to sustainability of the municipality
12. Integrated human settlements and building of cohesive communities and nationbuilding
21

13. Transformation of the economy to create jobs and sustainable livelihoods and
environmental sustainability;
14. Improvement of safety and security in our society

2.1.10 KSD Spatial Development Framework
The Spatial Development Framework (SDF) is a policy document that is aligned to the
municipal Integrated Development Plan (IDP), as such, the SDF vision is influenced by the
IDP’s vision. The SDF seeks to guide the development trajectory of KSD’s urban centres of
Mthatha and Mqanduli towards sustainable and liveable urban environments. The SDF
adopts the following key objectives in order to realise the development vision of the
municipality:
1. Economic Development and job creation;
2. Transforming Human Settlements
3. Promote Rural Development
4. Protect Biodiversity, Water and Agricultural Resources
5. Infrastructure Investment and;
6. Institutional support and good governance
Map 2.1 below shows the Spatial Development Framework for KSD municipality.
Map 2.1: KSD LM Spatial Development Framework
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Source: Sustainable Development Plan for King Sabata Dalindyebo Municipality, 2019
The towns of the KSD LM are linked to various towns in neighbouring municipalities. The
following primary and secondary transportation routes traverse through the King Sabata
Dalindyebo Local Municipal area:
1. N2 (Primary route)
2. R61 (Secondary route) which connects the neighbouring town of Libode and
Engcobo in the east-west direction;
3. R349 -Route branching from N2 to Mqanduli (Transport corridor) and further to the
coastal node of Coffee Bay
The KSD LM is connected to neighbouring municipalities, towns and rural settlements. This
is mainly due to the services offered by the town of Mthatha, which is a regional centre. The
municipality is surrounded by the following local municipalities; Engcobo on the west
direction, Mbashe on the south western direction, Nyandeni on the south eastern direction
and Mhlontlo on the northern direction. The R61 cuts through the town of Mthatha,
connecting the Engcobo and Nyandeni local Municipalities. The N2 national road cuts
through Mthatha as well, connecting the neighbouring Mbhashe Local municipality on the
southern direction and Mhlontlo Local Municipality on the northern direction.
23

The town of Mthatha within the KSD LM is a regional economic hub as well as administrative
centre in the region. It serves the neighbouring towns of Libode, Tsolo and Qumbu as well
as rural hinterlands surrounding these towns for economic services.
The nodes and corridors concept connect different centres of varied activity. Nodes within
the municipality vary and scale and functionality and are connected to roads of different
scales. The nodes of KSD are shown in Table 2.1 below.
Table 2.1: KSD nodes and functions
NODE
Primary
nodes
Secondary
nodes
Tertiary
nodes
Rural nodes
Tourism
nodes

LOCATION
Mthatha and Mqanduli

FUNCTION(S)
Main centres of commerce and
administration

Viedgesville

Have some form of economic activity

Ngcwanguba, Maphuzi, Gogozayo and
Bityi
Qunu, Mvezo, Ross Mission, Tabase
Mission, Mqhekezweni and Baziya

Small centres serve as location
points for community facilities
Prominent rural areas located along
major roads
Centres for attracting various tourism
activities

Coffee Bay and Hole-in-the-Wall

Source: KSD Spatial Development Plan, 2019
The primary nodes are mainly centres which provide services to the sub regional economy
and community needs. The following functions are envisaged for the primary nodes:
1. Economic growth areas;
2. Provide economies of scale for effective and affordable service delivery;
3. Promote densification and infill developments;
4. Promote compact urban development and combat urban sprawl;
5. Increase residential densities;
6. Promote socio-economic upliftment;
7. Promote the provision of sufficient bulk infrastructure services;
8. Priority spending on infrastructural upgrading needs (new and maintenance)
Based on the above Table 2.1, Mthatha and Mqanduli are identified as the primary nodes
within the municipality (see Table 2.1). Mthatha is not only a regional shopping centre but
also an administrative centre for a vast number of rural villages within the municipality.
These nodal areas do not provide services and economic advantages that impact on a
provincial level, however, they serve as important service delivery functions within the local
economies of the municipality and are the only areas providing some commercial choice to
the residents of the respective municipality. Viedgesville has been identified as the
secondary node within the municipality and will mainly be a logistics Hub (see Table 2.1).
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Viedgesville is showing developmental potential within the municipality and there is already a
railway that is being planned for upgrading by Transnet.
Tertiary nodes are optimal locations for lower order services, serving the neighbouring
communities. The following Tertiary Nodes have been identified as follows: Ngcwanguba,
Maphuzi, Gogozayo and Bityi.
The rural centres have potential for further development, however, they need to be
supported by further public and private sector investment. These centres provide services for
their immediate population and allow rural areas to be self-sufficient in their socio-economic
facilities. The following rural service centres have been identified as follows: Qunu, Mvezo,
Ross Mission, Tabase Mission, Mqhekezweni and Baziya. Map 2.2 below shows the nodal
plan for KSD LM.
Map 2.2: King Sabata Dalindyebo Nodal plan for SDF, 2018

Source: KSD SDF, 2019

Corridors are main area of mobility and circulation. The SDF highlights the following
corridors within the municipality. Table 2.2 below shows the KSD corridors.
Table 2.2: KSD corridors and function
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CORRIDOR
Primary corridors

Mobility routes

LOCATION

FUNCTION

N2 (East London-Mthatha-

Connects Mthatha and towns of

Kokstad)

East London and Kokstad

N2, R61, R349 and Langeni
Road-Ugie Link

Provides local linkages between
Mthatha, Libode, Port St Johns,
Engcobo

Wild Coast Meander, Thunga
Thunga Route, R349
Special tourism routes

(Mthatha via Mqanduli
towards the coast) and

provide links between tourism
nodes and main mobility routes.

Lusikisiki-Mbotyi

Source: KSD Spatial Development Plan, 2019
The KSD Municipality is the biggest municipality, in terms of area within the OR Tambo
District Municipality. There are a number of important corridors traversing the municipal
area.
Primary corridors are aimed at functioning as key mobility routes that promote trade,
commerce and key linkages between other municipalities. The municipality has the following
primary corridors: N2 (north-south linkage) and R61 (east-west linkage)
Secondary corridors support the functions of the primary corridors while extending
connectivity to local areas. The secondary corridors identified within the municipality is R349
(via Mqanduli towards the coast).
Tertiary corridors are aimed at promoting mobility and access within local settlements. The
KSD municipality is home to a number of rural settlements and access to these settlements
is predominantly through these routes. The corridors are: Baziya-Qunu-Elliotdale route and
Gogozayo-Elliotdale.
The KSD municipality is home to pristine coastlines that serve as tourism destinations. The
Wild Coast Meander corridor has been identified as a critical tourism corridor within the
municipality.
The Wild Coast Meander is a proposed route that seeks to expand linkages along the Wild
Coast, linking towns from East London to the south and Mkhambati to the north. Tourism
potential in settlements and towns along this corridor will be greatly influenced through
increased traffic volumes. Map 2.3 below shows the corridor plan for KSD.

Map 2.3: King Sabata Dalindyebo Corridor plan for SDF, 2018
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CHAPTER 3: SOCIO ECONOMIC PROFILE
3.1 KSD ECONOMIC REVIEW
This profile discusses the major demographic and socio-economic trends and characteristics
within the King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality.

3.2 POPULATION
The demography of an area provides vital information for policy-makers. The data used in
this section is from the Statistics South Africa (Census 2011 and Community Survey 2016)
and IHS Global Insight. The analysis and results of this section could be used by KSD local
municipality for promoting optimal resource allocation in order to reduce poverty and
vulnerability among marginalised people in municipality.

Table 3.1: Total Population of KSD LM, 2011 & 2016
DEMOGRAPHICS

NUMBER

PERCENT

NUMBER

2011
POPULATION
POPULATION PROFILE
BLACK AFRICAN
COLOURED
INDIAN OR ASIAN
WHITE
NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS
HOUSEHOLDS SIZE

2016

450,287
443,349
3,402
1,480
1,354
109,948
4.1

PERCENT

488,349
98.5
0.8
0.3
0.3

484,025
2,812
669
843
115,894
4.2

99.1
0.6
0.1
0.2

Source: Stats SA: Census 2011 and Community survey 2016
According to Stats SA Community Survey 2016, the current population of KSD LM is
estimated to be 488 349. The overall change in population size from the 2011 Census is an
increase of 38 362 (1.6%) from the total population of 450 287 in 2011.
Table 3.2: Total population - KSD, O.R.Tambo and Eastern Cape, 2012-2018

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2008-2018

KING SABATA
DALINDYEBO
469,000
475,000
481,000
487,000
493,000
500,000
506,000
1.13

O.R.TAMBO
1,410,000
1,420,000
1,440,000
1,450,000
1,470,000
1,480,000
1,500,000
0.91

EASTERN
CAPE
6,800,000
6,870,000
6,930,000
7,010,000
7,080,000
7,150,000
7,220,000
0.88

KSD AS % OF DISTRICT
MUNICIPALITY

33.3%
33.4%
33.5%
33.6%
33.6%
33.7%
33.7%

KSD AS % OF PROVINCE
6.9%
6.9%
6.9%
7.0%
7.0%
7.0%
7.0%

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019
With 506 000 people, the KSD housed 33.7% of O. R. Tambo’s total population in 2018.
Between 2012 and 2018 the population growth averaged 1.13% per annum which is slightly
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higher than the growth rate of Eastern Cape as a whole (0.88%).

Compared to

O.R.Tambo's average annual growth rate (0.91%), the growth rate in KSD's population at
1.28% was slightly higher than that of the district municipality.
Figure 3.1: Total Population – KSD LM and The Rest of O.R. Tambo, 2018

Total population
O.R.Tambo District Municipality, 2018

King Sabata
Dalindyebo, 33.7%

Mhlontlo,
13.0%

Ingquza Hill,
20.6%

Nyandeni, 21.3%

Port St Johns, 11.4%

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019
The ranking in terms of the size of KSD LM compared to the other regions remained the
same between 2012 and 2018. In terms of its share the KSD LM was slightly larger in 2018
(33.7%) compared to what it was in 2012 (33.3%). When looking at the average annual
growth rate, it is noted that KSD contributes the most population to the district municipality.

Figure 3.2: Population pyramid - King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality, 2008 vs 2018
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Population structure
King Sabata Dalindyebo, 2008 vs. 2018
Female

Male

2008

75+
70-74
65-69
60-64
55-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-14
05-09
00-04

2018

40 000

30 000

20 000

10 000

0

10 000

20 000

30 000

40 000

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019

When comparing the 2008 population pyramid with the 2018 pyramid for the KSD LM, some
interesting differences are visible:
1. In 2008, there were a significant smaller share of young working age people - aged
20 to 34 (25.1%) - compared to 2018 (28.9%).
2. Fertility in 2008 was significantly higher compared to that of 2018.
3. The share of children between the ages of 0 to 14 years is significantly larger in 2008
(35.0%) compared to 2018 (31.6%).
4. Life expectancy is increasing.
In 2018, the female population for the 20 to 34 years age group amounted to 13.6% of the
total female population while the male population group for the same age amounted to
11.5% of the total male population. In 2008 the male working age population at 14.2% did
not exceeds that of the female population working age population at 14.7%.
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3.3 ECONOMIC
Economic performance of the economy is measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP), is
used to compare economies. Figure 3.3 compares economic performance of KSD LM with
that of O.R. Tambo. KSD LM performed in similar pattern as that of the O.R. Tambo district
and is expected to grow at an average annual rate of 1.06% from 2018 to 2023. The
average annual growth rate in the GDP of O.R.Tambo DM is expected to be 1.11%.
Figure 3.3: GDP at constant 2010 prices– KSD LM, O.R. Tambo DM, 2008-2023

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
KSD LM and O.R.Tambo DM, 2008-2023
4%

Projections
3%
2%
1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-3%

King Sabata Dalindyebo

O.R.Tambo

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019
Figure 3.4: KSD LM GDP contribution to O.R. Tambo DM, 2018
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Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
O.R.Tambo District Municipality, 2018

Ingquza Hill
9.7%

King Sabata
Dalindyebo
66.0%

Port St Johns
6.3%

Nyandeni
6.0%

Mhlontlo
12.0%

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019

The KSD LM had a total GDP of R 26.8 billion and in terms of total contribution towards
O.R.Tambo DM. This local municipality is ranked highest relative to all the regional
economies to total O.R.Tambo DM, contributing 66.0% to the O.R. Tambo’s GDP For the
period 2008 to 2018, the average annual growth rate of 0.5% of KSD LM was the highest
relative to its peers in terms of growth in constant 2010 prices.
With a GDP of R 26.8 billion in 2018 (up from R 12.8 billion in 2008), the KSD LM
contributed 65.95% to the O.R.Tambo District Municipality GDP of R 40.7 billion in 2018
increasing in the share of the O.R.Tambo from 64.80% in 2008The KSD LM contributes
7.12% to the GDP of Eastern Cape Province and 0.55% the GDP of South Africa which had
a total GDP of R 4.87 trillion in 2018 (as measured in nominal or current prices).

3.3.1 Economic performance by sector
The KSD’s economy is made up of various industries. The Gross Value Added (GVA)
variable provides a sector breakdown, where each sector is measured in terms of its value
added produced in the local economy.
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In 2018, the community services sector is the largest within KSD LM accounting for R 9.15
billion or 36.9% of the total GVA in the local municipality's economy. The sector that
contributes the second most to the GVA of the KSD LM is the trade sector at 22.6%,
followed by the finance sector with 21.6%. The sector that contributes the least to the
economy of KSD LM is the mining sector with a contribution of R 23.2 million or 0.09% of the
total GVA.
The community sector, which includes the government services, is generally a large
contributor towards GVA. When looking at all the regions within the O.R.Tambo District
Municipality, it is clear that the KSD LM contributes the most community services towards its
own GVA, with 64.16%, relative to the other regions within O.R.Tambo District Municipality.
The KSD LM contributed R 24.8 billion or 66.85% to the GVA of O.R.Tambo District
Municipality. The KSD LM also contributes the most the overall GVA of O.R.Tambo District
Municipality

Figure 3.5: KSD LM GDP contribution by broad economic sector, 2018

Gross Value Added (GVA) by broad economic sector
King Sabata Dalindyebo Local Municipality, 2018

Community services
37%

Agriculture
1%
Mining
0%
Manufacturing
4%
Electricity
5%

Finance
21%

Construction
3%

Trade
23%
Transport
6%

Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019
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3.4 Labour
3.4.1 Total Employment
Employment data is a key element in the estimation of unemployment. In addition, trends in
employment within different sectors and industries normally indicate significant structural
changes in the economy.
In 2018, KSD LM employed 121 000 people which is 54.54% of the total employment in
O.R.Tambo DM (222 000) and 8.25% of total employment in Eastern Cape Province
(1.47 million). Employment within KSD LM increased annually at an average rate of 1.21%
from 2008 to 2018. KSD LM also employs the highest number of people within O.R.Tambo
District Municipality. The local municipality that employs the lowest number of people relative
to the other regions within O.R.Tambo DM is Port St Johns local municipality with a total
number of 19 400 employed people.
In KSD LM the economic sectors that recorded the largest number of employment in 2018
were the community services sector with a total of 40 400 employed people or 33.3% of total
employment in the local municipality. The trade sector with a total of 31 800 (26.2%)
employs the second highest number of people relative to the rest of the sectors. The mining
sector with 126 (0.1%) is the sector that employs the least number of people in KSD LM,
followed by the electricity sector with 159 (0.1%) people employed.
Figure 3.7: KSD ‘s employment contribution by sector, 2018

Total Employment Composition
King Sabata Dalindyebo, 2018

Households
7%
9 Community
services
34%

1 Agriculture
2%

2 Mining
0%

8 Finance
13%

3 Manufacturing
3%
4 Electricity
0%

7 Transport
5%
6 Trade
26%

5 Construction
10%
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Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019

3.4.2 Unemployment
Figure 3.6 below shows unemployment trends for KSD LM in 2008 to 2018. There were a
total number of 47 500 people unemployed in KSD LM, which is an increase of 18 100 from
29 400 in 2008. The total number of unemployed people within KSD constitutes 34.26% of
the total number of unemployed people in O.R.Tambo District Municipality. The KSD LM
experienced an average annual increase of 4.91% in the number of unemployed people,
which is better than that of the O.R.Tambo DM which had an average annual increase in
unemployment of 5.30%.
In 2018, the unemployment rate in KSD LM (based on the official definition of
unemployment) was 29.77%, which is an increase of 5.79 percentage points. The
unemployment rate for KSD LM is lower than that of O.R.Tambo DM.

Figure 3.6: Unemployment and unemployment rate (official definition) – KSD LM, 2008-2018

Number of unemployed & Unemployment rate
King Sabata Dalindyebo, 2008-2018
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Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019
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3.5 Development
Indicators of development, Gini Coefficient (income inequality), poverty and the poverty gap,
and education, are used to estimate the level of development of the area.

3.5.1 Gini Coefficient
If the Gini coefficient is equal to zero, income is distributed in a perfectly equal manner, in
other words there is no variance between the high and low income earners within the
population. In contrast, if the Gini coefficient equals 1, income is completely inequitable, i.e.
one individual in the population is earning all the income and the rest has no income.
Generally, this coefficient lies in the range between 0.25 and 0.70.
Figure 3.7 below shows KSD’s Gini coefficient trend compared to that of the district
municipality from 2008 to 2018. In 2018, the Gini coefficient in KSD LM was at 0.59, which
reflects a decrease in the number over the ten-year period from 2008 to 2018. In the same
period, the O.R.Tambo’s Gini coefficient was 0.56 which was lower than that of KSD LM. In
terms of the Gini coefficient for each of the regions within the O.R.Tambo DM, KSD LM has
the highest Gini coefficient, with an index value of 0.59. The lowest Gini coefficient can be
observed in the Nyandeni LM with an index value of 0.51.

Figure 3.7: KSD Gini Coefficient compared to O.R. Tambo DM, 2008-2018
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Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019

3.5.2 Poverty
Definition1: Poverty will be measured by the upper poverty line as defined by Stats SA as the
level of consumption at which individuals are able to purchase both sufficient
food and non-food items without sacrificing one for the other. This variable
measures the number of individuals living below that particular level of
consumption for the given area, and is balanced directly to the official upper
poverty rate as measured by Stats SA.

In 2018, there were 365 000 people living in poverty, using the upper poverty line definition
defined above. In 2018, KSD’s poverty was 3.63% higher than the 352 000 in 2008. The
percentage of people living in poverty has decreased from 79.15% in 2008 to 72.32% in
2018, which indicates a decrease of 6.83 percentage points. In terms of the percentage of
people living in poverty for each of the regions within the O.R.Tambo DM, Port St Johns LM
has the highest percentage of people living in poverty, with a total of 87.0%. The lowest
percentage of people living in poverty can be observed in the KSD LM with a total of 72.3%
living in poverty, using the upper poverty line definition.
Figure 3.8: Percentage of people in poverty for KSD LM and O.R Tambo DM, 2008-2018
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Source: IHS Markit Regional eXplorer, 2019
The KSD municipality is characterised by a large rural population as compared to its urban
population yet the municipality is highly dependent on the tertiary sector. This tertiary sector
is leaning more towards community services than in skilled and advanced professions such
as banking and finance as with the case with globally competitive economies. KSD’s income
base shows a variety of income streams where more than 50% of the income is generated
within the municipality through property tax, sale of services and municipal own income. In
the 2015/2016 financial year, KSD had received 36% of its income from grants.

3.5.3 The comparative and competitive advantages
The KSD local municipality has a competitive advantage because it is right on the N2 Urban
Corridor. The N2 is the Municipalities transportation spine and its “lifeblood” connecting
Mthatha to major markets and suppliers in Durban and East London. Ensuring that this road
is in excellent condition should be a high priority for National Government, which has primary
responsibility for the state of this major National road. It is a gateway to the KwaZulu-Natal
coast and forms part of the breath taking Wild Coast, boasting national tourist sites such as
the Hole in the Wall and thereby offering a potential for a wide variety of recreational coastal
activities. It is historically the birthplace for political and traditional icons such as King Sabata
Dalindyebo and Nelson Mandela, offering a huge potential for pilgrimage visits for the benefit
of Tourism (including national and local tourism).
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KSD municipality is also important as a regional centre for Provincial government as well as
home to the OR Tambo District offices. KSD Municipality is the host to many government
regional offices serving the entire ORTDM population. These departments have led to the
Community Services Sector being the highest performing sector in the local economy of
KSD. Moreover, the municipality is serving as the hub for a growing local Municipality. The
Community Services sector has led to local people being employed and has also led to the
attraction of skills from different parts of the country. Local Businesses as a result of the
regional government offices are benefiting immensely in terms of the business opportunities
created by these government departments.

KSD has two institutions of higher learning, the WSU and KSD Technical and Vocational
Education and Training (TVET) which has satellite offices within the region and the
municipality has concluded an agreement with both Institutions. WSU has also created
business opportunities in the student accommodation sector which has benefitted local
property owners. It has also creating opportunities for disadvantaged communities of KSD.
KSD TVET has also creating opportunities for the disadvantaged communities for skills
development and provides knowledge for employment. Our TVET uses formal, non-formal
and informal learning leading our local young people having an opportunity to study
especially for those that cannot be absorbed by WSU and other universities around the
country. The municipality has created training opportunities for the qualified graduates and
some have been placed in the local business establishments for internship. These
placements add value to the unemployed graduates within KSD for the opportunity to gain
work experience and development.
The KSD municipality has two large public hospitals Mthatha General Hospital and Nelson
Mandela Academic Hospital. It also has two private hospitals that enhances the
Municipality’s role as a regional centre for health and education within the ORTDM. The
Nelson Mandela Hospital is the pilot hospital for the National Health Initiative which will
benefit many people within the former Transkei. This hospital was recently revamped and
upgraded to improve current health facilities and the outlook of the hospital. It has led to the
attraction of the medical practitioners with exceptional skills and expertise. This improves the
livelihood of our communities as well as creates opportunities for the property sector.
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The KSD is also a bustling retail hub for more than hundred surrounding rural villages and
the development of nodal business precincts would increase investment potential. The
region has an airport and a huge potential for agro-processing, thus also identified for
Special Economic Zone (SEZ) activities. The airport also strengths the role of Mthatha as a
tourism gate way to wild coast. The region is bio-diverse, characterised by more than three
biomes and flanked by the Langeni and other smaller forests, offering a potential for forestry
manufacturing activities for local communities. Due to high stock volumes in the rural
communities, growth of new textile industries apart from wool (which is already produced)
such as skin and hides tannery activities would be lucrative.

3.6 Assessing Municipal Capacity for Local Economic Development
The assessment of municipal capacity for LED is an important determinant of the efficiency
and effectiveness of the implementation of identified priorities. This assessment refers to the
presence, performance, priorities, relationships, roles and responsibilities of organisational
stakeholders and associated structures that are involved in LED in KSD LM.
The KSD Municipality has identified the following focal areas or development thrusts, around
which its activities are prioritised:
1. Regional Market Base
2. Higher Education & Research
3. Heritage & Resource Tourism Base
4. Hospitals & Medical Services
5. Government
Figure 3.9 below shows KSD LM organogram, highlighting the KSD LED unit. The LED unit
is not situated within the Planning and Housing Department as shown by the organogram in
Figure 3.9. The LED unit in situated within the Socio-Economic Development Department
and which has seen as a challenge to coordinate planning.
The LED Unit is comprised of General Manager, and 3 managers: Manger for Sector
Development, Manager for Tourism, Arts and Culture, and Manager Business and
Industrial., KSD consists of 11 LED officers : tourism development officer; heritage arts and
culture officer; marketing, billboards and advertising officer; agro-processing and forestry
development officer; construction and related service officer, trade and investment officer,
community project officer, urban and rural development officer, Small Business Development
(SBD) /SMMEs and cooperative officer, business licencing and street trading Mthatha and
business licencing and street trading Mqanduli officer, and street support officer and 4 LED
assistants: tourism information assistant Mthatha, tourism information assistant Mqanduli,
local tourism assistant and marketing assistant. The LED secretory is responsible for
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overseeing the successful implementation of the LED Strategy through reviewing and
assessing the day-to-day progress on the implementation of strategy.

According to KSD LM, a total of 11out of 27 posts have been filled in KSD LED unit
Municipality. Thus only 16 posts were vacant in the organogram. This is not positive as it is a
very high vacancy rate for a local municipality. However, there is a new proposed
organogram for the department that includes LED, IGR and planning.

Figure 3.9: KSD LM Organogram for LED unit
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3.7 Stakeholder relations
The municipality continues to maintain relationships with different role players in government
and the civil society. The government institutions provide support in the implementation of
projects and the strategy.

An LED Forum is a platform that is formulated in the municipality in order for community
representatives,

private

organisations,

government,

Non-Government
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SOL WST

Organizations (NGOs), Community-Based Organizations (CBOs), traditional authorities and
the private sector to meet to discuss and implement LED initiatives. In KSD there is an LED
Forum in place, which is functional and sits on a quarterly basis. The meetings are held on a
quarterly basis with good attendance by the members. LED Forums are important platforms
for information sharing between the municipality, the private sector and other stakeholders,
and should be supported and encouraged.
Local organised business structure or Business chambers contribute to economic growth
and development, through offering a platform for business owners and corporations to voice
their concerns and lobby for their members’ needs. This forum plays a role in building an
inclusive entrepreneurship eco-system for sector development, such that retail sector
businesses are able to grow and create jobs.
KSD municipality has strong relations with the organized farmers as it is a platform for
stakeholder engagements sessions to consider key interventions and opportunities for
increased performance in the agricultural sector in the Municipality. The platforms also act
as catalyst for radical agriculture transformation. Establish networks and working together for
desired change in
Key strategic partners that the department has established is with:

1. City of Surrey
2. Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA)
3. Department of Health

4. Department of Rural Development and Agrarian Reform (DRDAR)
5. Department of Rural Development and Land Reform (DRDLR)
6. Department of Science and Innovation (DSI)
7. Department of Small Business Development (DSBD)
8. Department of Social Development (DSD)
9. Department of Sport Recreation Arts and Culture (DSRAC)
10. Durban University of Technology (DUT)

11. Eastern Cape Department of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs
and Tourism (DEDEAT)
12. Eastern Cape Rural Development Agency (ECRDA)
13. Federation of Canadian Municipalities
14. KSD organized farmers
15. KSD TVET College
16. National Department of Tourism
17. National Heritage
18. ORTDM

19. SALGA
20. The Eastern Cape Development Corporation (ECDC)
21. Tsolo Agriculture College
22. Walter Sisulu University (WSU)
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3.8 Swot Analysis

STRENGTH

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

International recognition
Sector- performing / non-performing
Favourable geographic location
Diversity of culture and Cultural Beliefs
Availability of bylaws
KSD is an economic hub for region
Indigenous knowledge and plants
Coffee bay and Hole in the wall coastal
belt
Heritage archives
Diversity in crops and livestock
Availability of arable land
Organised farmers

WEAKNESS

● No monitoring and evaluation instrument
● Misalignment
with
planning
and
programmes
● Retention of Personnel
● Lack of funding to drive implementation
● Poor involvement of youth and woman
● Working in SILOs
● Poor Audit outcome
● Lack of public participation
● Lack of enforcement of bylaws
● Limited recreational facilities
● Lack of ownership to community projects
● Lack of technology and capacity building
● Cooperatives not sustainable
● Profiling of communities
● Lack of marketing coffee bay, hole in the
wall and nature reserves
● Ineffective
livestock
improvement
programs

OPPORTUNITY

● University town
● All levels of government support vision
● through presidential intervention
● Accessibility for pedestrian and people
with disability
● Potential to enhance revenue through
tourism
● Home of legends (King Sabata and
Nelson Mandela)
● Upgrade of infrastructure to improve
road networks
● Community based projects
● Waste recycling
● Airport upgrade for easy access
● Improve
Revenue
Local
Culture
&Traditions
● Property development
● Beautification of wild coast
● Film making and development
● Use of youth as ambassadors for KSD
● Youth exchange programme
● Favourable condition for Agriculture

THREAT

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Limited financial resources
Political instability
Protests by community
Lack of transparency
Corruption
Land claims
Crime
Land invasion
Cleanliness compromised
Lack of development projects
Vandalism of public facilities
Kingdom instability
Unemployment of youth
Substance abuse
High poverty rates
climate change on human health
Lack of infrastructure such as road
Lack of shared youth infrastructure
(theatres, tennis courts, recording
studios)
High unemployment
Lack of Quality Education
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●
●

High volumes of livestock
Creation of training centres and
workshops for agricultural purposes

●
●
●
●
●
●

Teenage pregnancy
Lack of economic infrastructure
Lack of interest by youth in agriculture
activities
Stock theft
Alien plants
Gender barrier
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CHAPTER 4: Strategic Framework
This chapter will discuss the development of the Strategic Framework for KSD LM. Key gaps
and opportunities were identified through the process of the analysis of the findings from the
policy review, situation analysis, SWOT analysis, and through various stakeholder
engagements. This was then developed into a strategic framework. The strategic framework
will act as a guide for KSD LM in developing and positioning the LED in the municipality. The
approach to this strategy has been to ensure that sustainable, community-led and private
sector driven development is pursued. The chapter identifies projects and programmes to
take forward the achievement of the municipal objectives and vision. In the following chapter
the monitoring and evaluation indicators and practicalities regarding implementation of the
programmes will be detailed.

4.1KSD LM Strategic Framework Structure
A generic strategic framework structure and hierarchy is outlined in Figure 4.1. A strategic
framework flows from the vision into broad goals which articulate the desired future state for
the economy. This is then specified into measurable SMART objectives. The key themes
and areas of focus for LED in the municipality are then organised around strategic pillars.
Under each strategic pillar projects and programmes are organised.
Figure 4.1: LED Strategic Development Framework
Vision: Develop an Environmentally Sustainable, Socially Inclusive and Vibrant
Economic Hub
Mission: To provide sustainable municipal service delivery through innovations and
strategic partnership for an environmentally and socially inclusive economy
Development of tourism products
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Enhance service
Attract investments
Increase
Attract or grow
Create a competitive and
diverse
business environment
to unlock opportunities
delivery by using
and
leverage
employment
internal
through
capacity
building,
and
support
business
growth
through
access
of
new expertise
markets
technology,
strategic
opportunities by
and strengthen
process5 years.
within partnerships
KSD and thetoEastern Cape within
supporting
inter-directorate
improvement,
create business
entrepreneurship
collaboration
support
business
growth
through
access
of
new
markets
within
KSD
and
the Easternto
strengthening
precincts and
and improving
increase impact of
Cape
within
5
years.
monitoring
thereby increase
business regulatory
development
systems and
tax base and
systems
legendary heritage destination built on inclusive community development
initiatives
engagement
with
municipal revenue
community
stakeholders

STRATEGIC PILLARS
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KSD
Citizens

Municipal
Funds

Our
Processes

Municipal
Personnel

4.2 Vision
A strategic vision is a realistic and achievable end-state that the municipality aspires to
achieve within a reasonable time-period. The LED vision sets the tone for the rest of the
strategic framework as all other elements such as the objectives and pillars are developed
from the key principles enshrined in the vision. Thus, the LED vision for KSD is “Develop an
Environmentally Sustainable, Socially Inclusive and Vibrant Economic Hub” agreed upon by
stakeholders which would include community representatives, the private sector, the
municipality and the non-governmental sector.

4.3 Strategic Pillars and strategic objectives
Four strategic pillars have been identified in KSD to guide the strategy to fulfill the underlying
objectives and support the implementation of the projects and programmes. The four
strategic pillars are: KSD Citizens, Municipal Funds, Our Processes and Municipal
Personnel.
The goals in a strategy articulate concepts around the intended future state. Whilst the
objectives are a means of assessing how well the vision is being realised through time.
Objectives allow for periodic assessment of progress. The objectives also serve as a link
between the vision and the strategic pillars. Based on the findings of the situation analysis
chapter and discussions with stakeholders, the following objectives have been developed.
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STRATEGIC
PILLARS

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
A1

KSD Citizens

Municipal
Funds

Our
Processes

Municipal
Personnel

Increase
employment
opportunities
reduce poverty

to

B1
Attract investments
to facilitate industry
development
in
focus sectors to
increase business
tax base
C1

A2
Support
entrepreneurship
and
innovation
through
capacity
building to create
value
in
local
businesses
B2

Improve ease of
doing business by
improving
the
regulatory system,
infrastructure and
red tape reduction

Enhance municipal
revenue
through
creating
new
business
districts
and precincts

Leverage strategic
funding
from
government entities
and private sector

C2

Engage
business
community
and
other
levels
of
government

Develop
strategic
partnerships
and
collaboration
opportunities

D1
Build
internal
capacity
through
targeted
training
programs based on
skills and personal
development plans

D2
Strengthen
interdirectorate
collaboration
to
increase impact of
development
initiatives

A3

B3

C3
Enhance
service
delivery
through
technology,
process
improvement, and
strengthening
monitoring systems
D3
Attract and grow
expertise
to
improve
implementation of
development
initiatives

D4
Retain
capacitated
personnel
through
recognition of good
performance
and
attach incentives

5.5 Anchor Projects
The following projects were identified as anchor projects that will have a direct and indirect
impact on the economy of the municipality and assist to reach goals around employment
generation and economic growth.
The identified anchor projects for King Sabata Dalindyebo LED Strategic Framework are:
1. The wild coast SEZ project
2. Revitalization of Vulindlela Heights Industrial Park
3. Mqanduli Milling plant
4. Luchaba Nature Reserve and Mthatha Dam recreational Centre
5. Nelson Mandela Cultural Precinct
6. Liberation Route
7. Hole in the Wall Resort
8. Route R412 corridor
9. Oceans Economy Project
10. Wool Clip Commercialization Project
11. Waste Economy Projects
12. Kei Fresh Produce Market
13. Mqanduli Feedlot Production Project
14. Rural Agro Industries and Finance Initiatives (RAFI)
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15. Coffee Bay Campsites
16. Establishment of PPPs especially in Agriculture, Tourism and Creative Arts sectors
17. Sole Proprietorship Policy development
18. Innovation Promotion Program
19. Women and Youth Economic desk project establishment
20. Access to Production Space project
21. Land Audit Project
22. Development of LED Investment Strategy /Policies
23. KSD Heritage Map and
24. KSD Agri-products booklet production
25. Development of Economic immovable assets inventory for business
26. Mthatha and Mqanduli CBD Demarcation program for Trade
27. Business District / Precinct development for focus sectors
28. Review of Street Trading By-laws
29. Development of Web –based application process for Business Licensing and
Business Districts
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
5.1 Implementation Framework
An implementation framework takes forward the recommendations of the Strategic
Framework and provides recommendations as to the internal structure, positioning and
integration of the Municipal LED unit itself as well as the implementation of the identified
projects and programmes. The contents of the implementation of the identified projects and
programmes.
Table 5.1: Strategic Institutional and infrastructural partnerships
Objective:

Strategic Pillar 1

KSD CITIZENS
A1. Increase employment opportunities to reduce poverty

Municipal KPA

Socio-Economic Development (LED)
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NO

Strategy

A1.1
.

Facilitate public and private
partnership investment into
targeted initiatives with high
employment opportunities, such
as manufacturing, agriculture
and aquaculture industries

Project
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A1.2

Work with established network
of co-ops to support industry
development in KSD

●

Wool
processing
plant
development
project
Coffee Bay Fishing
Development
KSD
Aquaculture
pilot
Mqanduli Milling Plant
Wool
Clip
Commercialization
Mqanduli
Feedlot
Production
Community
Works
Programme (CWP)
Development
and
Support
to
Agricultural
Cooperatives

●

Ward
Capacity
building project on
Cooperative
Organizational
development

●

●

●

●

●
●

A1.3

Create supply chain integration
opportunities between formal
SMMEs and informal traders
especially women, youth and
people with disability

Objective:

A2.1
:

Deploy
business
visitation
program
to
provide
entrepreneurial business model
development
and
value
proposition mapping support

●

Contractor
Development
Program
Enhance employment
opportunities to the
vulnerable groups

●

●

Business Mining and
linkage project (with
procedure
manual
and tracking tool)

●

Key Performance
Indicator
Number of new public
private
partnerships
established
Number
of
employment
opportunities created
Number
of
stakeholder
engagements
meetings
Number
of
Cooperatives
supported

Budget

Responsible Party
●
●

KSD
Department
of
Agriculture
Commented [1]:
650 000
Forestry
&
Fisheries (DAFF)
● Department
of
Rural
Development
&
Agrarian Reform
(DRDAR)
● Department
of
Economic
Development,
Environmental
Affairs
and
Tourism (DEDEAT
)
● ECRDA
● ECDC
● Department
of
Rural
Development and
Land
Reform
(DRDLR)
● KSD
● Cooperative
Development
Centre

Number
of
Ward
Cooperatives assisted
with
organizational
development skills
Number of co-ops
established in KSD
Number
of
new
individuals
participating in co-ops
No of formal –informal
business partnerships
facilitated
Number
of
jobs
created and support
for vulnerable groups

Location
KSD

KSD

●
●

KSD Infrastructure KSD
Construction
Industry
Commented [2]:
100 0000
●
●
Development
Board (CIDB)
● Department
of
Public
Works
(DPW)
A2. Support entrepreneurship and innovation through capacity building to create value in local
businesses

●

●
●

●

Number of businesses
work
shopped
on
value and business
models
Number of linkages
created for SMMEs
funding and resources
Number
of
visits
completed
Number of business
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KSD

KSD

models
developed
and reviewed
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A2.2
:

A2.3
:

Work
with Walter
Sisulu
University (WSU) and Technical
and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) to provide
entrepreneurial training and
support to local businesses,
especially those operated by
women and youth

●

Host
and
support
entrepreneurship
and
innovation development events
for local entrepreneurs, women
and youth interested in starting
a business

●

Innovation Promotion
Program

●

●

Innovation Promotion
program

●

●
●

●

●
●
●

Number
of
entrepreneurs
identified
and
supported
Number
of
participants in each
identified
target
groups participating in
workshops
and
training programs
Number of women
and
youth
participating in events
Number of follow ups
post event
Establishment of a
women’s and youth
desk
Number of events for
local
entrepreneur
hosted and supported

●
●

●
●
●
●

WSU,
ORTDM
Department
of
Science
and
Innovation (DSI)
KSD TVET
Durban University
of
Technology
(DUT)

KSD

KSD
ORTDM
DSI
WSU

KSD

Objective

A3. Improve ease of doing business by improving the regulatory system, infrastructure and red tape
reduction

A3.1

●

Advocate
for
enhanced
municipal bulk infrastructure to
ensure local businesses have
good access to basic municipal
services

Business
Districts/precinct
development

●

●

●

A3.2

Work with the Eastern Cape
Development
Corporation
(ECDC) and Department of
Public Works (DPW) to provide
better access to warehousing
and industrial production space
for local manufacturers

●

Access to Production
space project

●

A3.3
:

Identify and reduce red tape
barrier for development and
business
establishment
by
streamlining
municipal
processes and systems

●

Development of Web
–based
application
process for Business
Licensing
and
Business Districts
Procedure manuals
and
tools
development

●

●

●

●

Number of business
districts/precincts
developed or under
development
Number of sector
departments involved
with funding identified
municipal
bulk
infrastructure
Number of municipal
services
and
infrastructure
enhanced as a result
of KSD advocacy
Number of SMMEs /
Cooperatives
that
successfully
obtain
warehousing
and
industrial production
space through this
program
Number
of
online
application
for
business
permits
submitted
Number of procedure
manuals and tools
developed
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KSD

●
●

KSD
Town
Planning
KSD Infrastructure
KSD Finance

●
●
●

KSD LED
ECDC
DPW

KSD

●
●

KSD LED
KSD
ICT
&
Communications

Objective:

Strategic Pillar 2

MUNICIPAL FUNDS
B1: Attract investments to facilitate industry development in focus sectors to increase business tax
base

Municipal KPA

Socio-Economic Development (LED)
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NO

Strategy

B1.1

Conduct a land and building
ownership audit in KSD to
understand available
land for
development
Develop an investment attraction
strategy and policies that identify
priorities
that
provide
high
economic impact (jobs and
business growth) within the City.

B1.2

Project
●

Land
Audit
Economic
development

for

●
●

●

Investment Strategy
development
Revitalization
of
Vulindlela
Industrial
Park
Oceans
Economy
project

●

●

●

●

●
●

B1.3

Identify and promote locally grown
Agri-products as well as tourism
offerings within KSD

●

●

●
●
●

●

●
●

●
●
●

KSD heritage map
and
KSD
Agriproducts booklet
Luchaba
Nature
Reserve and Mthatha
Dam
Recreational
Facility
Langeni Forest and
Mabeleni Dam area
R412 Corridor
Coffee Bay / Hole-inthe-Wall regeneration
and
product
development
KSD
Tourism
Marketing
and
Branding
Working for Coast
Projects
Support a Wild Coast
Hiking Trail with the
development
of
associated
accommodation
establishments
Waste
Economy
project
Craft and performing
arts development
Film
making
and
development

●
●
●

Key Performance
Indicator
Land audit report
Number of unused land
allocated to investors
KSD
Investment
strategy developed
Number of investment
opportunities identified
for KSD
Development
of
marketing material
Number of employment
opportunities created
through
the
programme
KSD
Agri-products
booklet developed
Heritage
map
developed
Number of meetings to
coordinate support and
mobilize resources

Budget

Responsible
Party
● KSD
Town
Planning
●
●
●

KSD LED
ORTDM
Department
of Trade and
Commented [3]: NILIndustry (DTI)
● DBSA
● ECDC

●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Eastern Cape
Parks
and
Tourism
Agency
(ECPTA)
Eastern Cape
Rural
Development
Agency
(ECRDA)
DRDAR
Department
of
Environmenta
l
Affairs
(DEA)
DEDEAT
ORTDM
ECPTA
DSRAC
National
Department
of
Tourism
(NDT)
DPW

Objective:

●
B2: Enhance municipal revenue through creating new business districts and precincts

B2.1

●

Identify potential areas in KSD
that have significant transportation
infrastructure improvements that
could be developed into business

Business
District/Precinct
Development

●

No of new business
districts/precincts
formalised
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●
●

KSD LED
KSD
Infrastructure

Location
KSD

ORTDM

ORTDM

KSD

districts and precincts to formalize
area for business tax collection

●

Nelson
Mandela
Cultural Precinct

●

●

Liberation
Route

●

Heritage

Number of meetings
facilitated
with
Stakeholders
Number of meetings
held

●
●

●

B2.2

Inventory of existing KSD assets
that are currently being leased out
to businesses and review lease
agreements
as
well
as
opportunities to optimize assets to
support
women
and
youth
entrepreneurs within the same
space.

Objective
B3.1 Provide capacity building support
to KSD LED staff to develop high
quality and fundable business
plans and proposal that are
supported to senior levels of
government and private sector
partners

Strategic Pillar 3

●

Development
of
Economic immovable
assets inventory for
business

●
●
●

●

Developed
Inventory
for
economic
immovable assets
●
● Number
of
lease
agreements reviewed
● Number of new lease
agreements
signed
prioritizing vulnerable
groups
B3: Leverage strategic funding from government entities and private sector
● Business
Plan ● Number
of
funded
●
/Proposal
business
development training
plans/proposals
developed internally

Objective:

OUR PROCESSES
C1: Engage business community and other levels of government

Municipal KPA

Socio-Economic Development (LED)
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KSD Human
Settlements
Department
of
Small
Business
Development
(DSBD)
Nelson
Mandela
Museum
DSRAC
KSD
Town
Planning
KSD Human
Settlements

KSD LED

NO

C1.1

Strategy
Consult
with
business
stakeholders on a quarterly basis
to allow for public participation in
order to receive feedback on the
state of the local economy and
effectiveness of current strategies
and policies

Project
●
●

●
●
●

LED
forum
engagements
Women and Youth
Economic
desks
establishment
Local
Tourism
Organization (LTO)
KSD Arts and Culture
Forum
KSD Film Making
Forum

●

●

●

Key Performance
Indicator
Number of LED forums
held on an annual
basis
Number
of
survey
respondents
from
economic desk
Number of capacity
building
workshops
conducted for LTO,
Arts and Culture, and
Film Making

Responsible
Party
Commented [4]:●100KSD
000 LED
● ORTDM
● KSD
Cooperative
Services
● ECPTA
● KSD SPU
● WSU
● KSD TVET
College
● DUT

Location
KSD

●

KSD LED

KSD

Objective:

Develop quarterly and ● Number of individuals
annual
newsletter
engaged on social
publication
for
media
information sharing on ● Number of Newsletter
KSD LED activities
published
and BIGM activities
using social networks
such as Facebook,
WhatsApp, and twitter
as well as the KSD
website
C2: Develop strategic partnerships and collaboration opportunities

C2.1

Foster
better
alignment
of
priorities as well as unlock
collaborative initiatives for the
mobilization of financial and
human resources for economic
development from public and
private partners.
Objective

●

●
●

KSD LED
EC-COGTA

KSD

C3.1

●

C1.2
:

Leverage social media and webbased platforms to engage hard to
reach demographics within the
municipality as well as to
disseminate critical information to
local businesses.

Conduct a departmental review
and enhancement of bylaws and
policies that relate to local
economic development and the
engagement of women and youth.

Strategic Pillar 4
Objective:
Municipal KPA

●

Budget

Resource mobilization
for
LED
catalytic
programs

●

●

Number
of
collaborations
established
Resources mobilized
over next 3 years

C3: Enhance service delivery through technology, process improvement, and strengthening
monitoring systems

●

Review
of
Street
Trading By-laws
Develop
Sole
proprietorship policy
for SCM.

●

●

Developed
and
Gazetted new street
trading by-laws
Developed
Sole
proprietorship policy

●

KSD LED

KSD

MUNICIPAL PERSONNEL
D1: Build internal capacity through targeted training programs based on skills and personal
development plans
Socio-Economic Development (LED)
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NO

Strategy
Institutional Development

Objective:
Enhance collaboration with other
departments within
KSD to
promote economic Development

Objective
Capacity
Plan

building

Development

Objective
Growth productivity and staff
retention with an innovative culture

Project

Key Performance
Indicator
Number of trainings
and workshops held

Responsible
Party
● Training of internal ●
● WSU
Municipal Personnel
● KSD TVET
(Planning and LED)
● DUT
● SALGA
● SETAs
D2: Strengthen inter-directorate collaboration to increase impact of development initiatives
● LED
Task
team ● Developed Terms of
● KSD
/steering committee
reference for task team
● No of collaborative
initiatives undertaken
as task team
D3: Attract and grow expertise to improve implementation of development initiatives
● Investment promotion ● Number of capacity
● WSU
and
building programme to
● KSD TVET
● Resource mobilisation
grow expertise
● DUT
● SALGA
● SETAs
D4: Support, Improving and celebrate employee innovation in our work
● Innovation Strategy
● Developed Terms of
● KSD
● Innovation
awards
Reference
for
framework
Innovation strategy
● Innovation
strategy
developed

5.2 Potential Sources of Funding
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Budget

Location

Name of Fund
Local
and
Regional
Economic Development Fund
(LRED)

Social
Responsibility
Implementation Programme
Fund

Infrastructure
South Africa

Finance

in

Description of Fund
The aim of the LRED Fund is to provide support to local entrepreneurial
partnerships, working in collaboration with local government and other support
institutions, to create new economic opportunities that will enable new and
better jobs, as well as the promotion of an environment for innovation and
enterprise development in the local economy. The priority areas for support of
LRED are as follows:
● Development and diversification of the rural economy in the context of
agrarian and land reform.
● Development of new sources of economic activity in small towns and
rural areas with economic potential (e.g. environment, culture,
tradition, social economy).
● Development of new technologies (including energy efficiency) and
the knowledge- based economy (know-how, intellectual property and
expertise).
● Local initiatives valorising traditional and local produce and crafts –
this to include product development, marketing, logistics, and the
development of related value chains.
● Funding calls are advertised annually. Contact should be made with
DEDEAT representative for further information.
The Social Responsibility Implementation Programme, popularly known as the
SRI, is the job creation or the Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) of
the Department of Tourism. It is a targeted grant, aimed at supporting the
development of community based tourism, thereby stimulating job creation,
sector transformation, economic empowerment, community benefit and
geographic spread of tourism investment. The awarding of funding is based on
the evaluation of a business plan submitted to the NDT in the funding window.
The SRI programme is targeted at the establishment of new commercially
viable community based tourism products and the expansion of existing viable
community based tourism products
The DBSA currently focuses on large scale infrastructure projects within the
private and public sector. Our primary sectors are water, energy, transport and
ICT.
● Municipal market, Other social infrastructure (non-municipal), and
Economic infrastructure
Objectives: Support the South African infrastructure development agenda,
including financing and non-financing services support for the municipal sector
and project financing of large scale infrastructure projects and programmes.

Made available
Eastern
Cape
Department
of
Economic
Development,
Environmental Affairs and Tourism
(DEDEAT)
Tel: +27 (0) 43 605 7000
Website: www.dedea.gov.za

National Department of Tourism
Chief Director: Social Responsibility
Implementation
Ms Lerato Matlakala
E-mail: lmatlakala@tourism.gov.za
Tel: 012 444 6495
Website: www.tourism.gov.za

The Development Bank of Southern
Africa (DBSA):
Infrastructure finance & capacity
support
for
under-resourced
municipalities.
Gcinisile Mpungose
Tel: 011 313 3049
Sibongile Tantij
Tel: 011 313 3628
E-mail: Coverage@dbsa.org
Website: www.dbsa.org

Capital Projects Feasibility
Programme (CPFP)

The CPFP is a cost-sharing grant that contributes to the cost of feasibility
studies likely to lead to projects that will increase local exports and stimulate
the market for South African capital goods and services.
Objectives: The primary objectives of the programme is to facilitate feasibility
studies that are likely to lead to high-impact projects which will stimulate valueadding economic activities in South Africa as this will have greater impact on
the country’s industrial policy objectives.
The secondary objectives of the programme include:
● Attracting high levels of domestic and foreign investments;
● Strengthening international competitiveness of South African capital
goods sector and allied industries;
● Creating sustainable jobs in South Africa;
● Creating a long-term demand for South African capital goods and
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The Department of Trade Industry
and Competition
James Koko
Tel: +27 12 394 1037
E-mail: JKoko@thedti.gov.za
Anele Sigcau
Tel: +27 12 394 5665
E-mail: ASigcau@thedti.gov.za
Website: www.thedtic.gov.z

●

●

OR
Tambo
Municipality

Municipal
Grants (MIG)

District

Infrastructure

services;
Stimulating project development in Africa and in particular the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) countries as well
as support for the objectives of the New Partnership for Africa’s
Development (Nepad);
Stimulating upstream and downstream linkages with SMMEs and BEE
companies.

The District Municipality provides funding support to the various Local
Municipalities within the ORTDM on an annual basis. Some of these funds
could be utilised for new transport infrastructure type projects.

O.R. Tambo District Municipalities

The MIG aims to eradicate municipal infrastructure backlogs in poor
communities to ensure the provision of basic services such as water,
sanitation, roads and community lighting. The Department of Cooperative
Governance is responsible for managing and transferring the MIG and
provides support to provinces and municipalities on implementing MIG
projects.

The Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs
(DCoG)
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E-mail: info@ortambodm.gov.za
Website: http://ortambodm.gov.za

Mr Derick Gabone
Tel: +27 12 334 4860
Email: DerickG@cogta.gov.za
Website: www.cogta.gov.za
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